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Horizon Elite™ ice machines
with customer preferred Chewblet® ice

The best
just got
better

Your customers love Chewblet ice!
–– 70% of your customers prefer Chewblet ice over cube ice*	
• Easier to chew
• Better size and shape
–– Up to 30% will buy more fountain drinks*
when they have Chewblet ice

You’ll love the increased profits!
–– Increases sales of high margin fountain drinks
–– Superior drink displacement lowers drink costs

Plus, you get the same drink and
coldplate performance as cube ice.

Two ice sizes available
Follett offers the original Chewblet ice
(approximately 1.00" (2.54 cm)
long) and Micro Chewblet™ ice
(approximately 3/8" (0.95 cm) long).

Chewblet ice

* Consumer study conducted by independent agency Roper ASW.

Micro Chewblet ice

“I’ve been going to (my local drivethru restaurant) on my lunch hour
almost every day for the past year
just to get Chewblet ice”

“I fell in love with Chewblet ice!
It’s chewable, tastes great and
makes my drink fun”

“My family loves the
ice so much that I bring
home a bag and keep it in
the freezer for the kids”

Horizon Elite RIDE® (remote ice delivery equipment) automatically delivers ice
through a tube up to 75 feet (23 m) away from the dispenser
–– Improve beverage dispenser cleaning
• Get full access to dispenser ice storage area without costly removal of the ice machine
• Cleaning and sanitizing dispenser is faster and more cost effective
–– Enhance your customer experience
• Less heat and noise from fountain area
• More attractive fountain area with ice machine out of view
• Eliminates disruptions, no waiting while employees fill dispenser
–– Free up valuable merchandising space

Cleaning and sanitizing is so much
easier and less expensive without an
ice machine on top!

Horizon Elite top-mount ice machines install on top of a bin or dispenser

Designed for
reliability
–– No semiannual bearing
inspection required
–– Auger loads are contained
in the evaporator
and not transferred
to the gearmotor,
promoting long life

Lowest cost to own and operate
–– Reduce water consumption by over 35% compared to most cube-type ice machines
–– Reduce costs to clean ice machine
• Clean ice machine in half the time with semi-automatic cleaning and sanitizing
• Just add cleaning/sanitizing solution and machine automatically cleans and rinses itself
–– Exceptional warranty
• 3 year parts and labor on total machine
• 5 year parts on compressor

Horizon Elite
evaporator
Operates
continuously to
reduce water
and electrical
usage

Cube evaporator
The ice making
system reverses to
melt ice and release
cubes. Chilled water
is then flushed down
the drain, wasting
water and energy

Horizon Elite™ is a revolutionary design that
protects against scale to substantially reduce life cycle cost.

Water with high levels of dissolved minerals,
also called Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), cause
scale buildup, clogged drain lines and soft ice
that can jam dispensers.
With Horizon Elite, fresh inlet water forces
dissolved solids to the reservoir where they are
isolated and expelled in low volume flushes.

Lower cost of ownership with Horizon Elite
–– Significantly reduces or eliminates the need to descale the ice machine between
normal sanitizing intervals
–– Reduces or eliminates the need for reverse osmosis or other expensive scale control
in scale-prone waters
–– Produces purer ice to provide trouble-free dispensing

Horizon Elite with Ice Manager™ diverter valve system fills two
dispense points with one ice machine.
Manages the ice so you don’t have to
–– Ice delivery based on demand delivers ice when you want it, where you want it
–– Fewer ice machines to purchase and maintain
–– Use your production capacity more efficiently

Capacities to meet your needs
Chewblet
ice machine

Capacity

Self flush cycle

Condensing

Compatible with
Ice Manager *

Available
ice type

Maximum
RIDE distance

Maestro Plus™
425 Series

Up to 425 lb
(193 kg) per day

Standard

Self-contained airand water-cooled

NO

Chewblet

20 ft (6 m)

Horizon Elite
710 Series

Up to 759 lb
(345 kg) per day

Enhanced scale
inhibiting

Self-contained
air-cooled

NO

Chewblet,
Micro Chewblet

75 ft (23 m)

Horizon Elite
1010 Series

Up to 1036 lb
(471 kg) per day

Enhanced scale
inhibiting

Self-contained airand water-cooled;
Remote air-cooled

YES

Chewblet,
Micro Chewblet

75 ft (23 m)

Horizon Elite
1410 Series

Up to 1450 lb
(658 kg) per day

Enhanced scale
inhibiting

Self-contained airand water-cooled;
Remote air-cooled

YES

Chewblet,
Micro Chewblet

75 ft (23 m)

Horizon Elite
1810 Series

Up to 1784 lb
(810 kg) per day

Enhanced scale
inhibiting

Remote air-cooled

YES

Chewblet,
Micro Chewblet

75 ft (23 m)

Horizon Elite
2110 Series

Up to 2039 lb
(925 kg) per day

Enhanced scale
inhibiting

Remote air-cooled

YES

Chewblet,
Micro Chewblet

75 ft (23 m)

* Contact factory for applications outside the United States.

Horizon Elite, Ice Manager, Maestro Plus, and Micro Chewblet are trademarks of Follett LLC.
Follett, Chewblet and RIDE are registered trademarks of Follett LLC, registered in the U.S.
Follett reserves the right to change specifications at any time without obligation.
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